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Next meeting 
 

Charlie Morehouse on 
French Polishing and Water Based Finishes

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 4TH 

7 PM AT  

BRUSH BARN 

Our August General Meeting was called to order by the LIW 
President Mike Daum at 7 PM.  The session’s main focus was 
a panel discussion.  Members were photographed by Jim 

Moloney and added to our website.  The photos, which are strictly vol-
untary, help put names and faces together.  When you get a chance, log 
in and check this new feature out. 

NEW MEMBERS: No new members were present. 

TREASURER’S REPORT: Treasurer Steve Fulgoni reported a modest 
profit from the recent LIW picnic and a steady balance of  on hand 
funds. 

MEMBERSHIP REPORT: Membership Chair Joe Bottigliere reported 
there are 165 current members. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: The woodcarvers have implemented a summer 
schedule – no meetings during July and August. 
 The Oneway lathe was moved from the Koehler Avenue location and 
is now in temporary storage. 
 
SHOW AND TELL: Master woodworker Frank Pace displayed a 
replacement cabin door he designed and manufactured from solid 
mahogany (on the cover).  The graceful design and high gloss from 
multiple coats of  spar varnish were eye-catching. 
 
Daryl Rosenblatt recently took a joinery class from the Marc Adams 
School of  Woodworking.  Daryl discussed the class and displayed 
some of  his in-progress workpieces.  While arduous, Daryl found the 
experience to be rewarding. 
 
RAFFLE: This month’s raffle winners included Mike Mittleman, Rob 
Demarco and Rick Nicolini. 
 
PANEL DISCUSSION: The panel discussion was emceed by Mike 
Daum.  The panel experts included Corey Tighe (General 
Woodworking); Ben Nawrath (Cabinetmaking); Alain Tiercy (Scroll 
Saw); Steve Fulgoni and Bob Urso (Woodturning).  Mike started vari-
ous topical areas by mentioning specific aspects of  interest.  Panel 
members joined in and shared their viewpoints and experiences.  
Questions and follow-ups came from the audience.  A great deal of  
information was shared.  Especially useful were the discussions on 
specific techniques and products.  A salute to the panelists for sharing 
their wealth of  knowledge and expertise.  Thank you! 
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 BEN NAWRATHDLICFM

This month’s meeting was a little different.  Instead of  Tuesday night at Harry’s shop, we met Saturday at 
Harry’s saw yard!  He had a big log setup for us as a bench to view his demo and Frank happened to have a 
12x12 canopy for shade.  We watched as Harry explained how they decide to cut up a log, depending on 

whether it’s going to be for slabs or dimensional lumber.  He then cut one log with some pieces thick enough for 
turning blanks.  Next, he slabbed up a smaller walnut log.  The pieces were used as raffle prizes!  We finished the 
afternoon off  with burgers, snacks, beverages and lots of  conversation. Thank you to everyone who made it, apolo-
gies to those who couldn’t, and thank you Harry for the demo.  We all learned something and it’s nice to make some 
sawdust every once in a while!  It’s always fun to make big logs into smaller logs.
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The meeting started 30 minutes late due to unbelievable traffic, which delayed everyone and prevented many 
from attending. While waiting to begin, “war stories” were swapped. 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: Bob started the meeting with a discussion of  the search for a meeting place with adequate 
storage.  He said the American Legion hall in St James was not a viable venue because we could not get the One 
Way lathe around the 180 degree turn on the ramp. The lathe remains at in the shed at that location until we can 
relocate it. 
 
We also discussed finding a new venue for ourselves and also for the “big club.”  Steve said it was ultimately a 
function of  the “Big Club” board, but that everyone should be looking. 
 
SHOW AND TELL 
 
- Phil Mintz brought a shallow plywood bowl that was rough.  He asked for advice on getting a better  
  surface. 
 
- Gary Mayhew had a spalted maple bowl. 
 
RAFFLE: Because of  the small number of  attendees, there was no raffle. 
 
PRESENTATION: Hank Zipperlen was the presenter.  He showed several projects using alternative materials, as well 
as the stock from which they were turned: 
 
- A vase made from an old bowling pin 
 
- A small vase form made from an old fence post, probably locust, and a piece of  the post from which it 
  was made. 
 
- A dish made from a piece of  micro-lam (an engineered wood structural member), and a piece of  micro- 
  lam. 
 
- A cast acrylic bowl with fruit and roots cast in for interest (that Hank considered a failure because he  
  couldn’t get a fine finish on it). 
 
- Bottle stoppers - a pine cone cast in acrylic from an acrylic pen blank; wood chips cast in acrylic 
 
- A Christmas tree ornament of  colored pencils cast in acrylic. 
 
Hank put a piece of  “ugly” wood on the lathe (crab apple burl) and turned a small bowl from it.  Thank you, 
Hank, for a very interesting program. 

TURNER’S GUILD       BARRY SALTSBERG
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 PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Kinda Tough… 
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Clues 

Across Down 

  1. Sets of 72 cards 1. Duty or price list 

  7. Spiny tree 2. Sloth 

  8. Took five 3. Imp 

  9. Flying requirement 4. Celestial measuring tool 

10. Engaged man 5. Third canonical hour 

11. Bumble 6. Not so sunny 

Solution to August

 

 

2 6 4 8 5 3 7 1 9
3 8 9 6 7 1 2 5 4
5 1 7 2 9 4 3 8 6
1 2 6 7 8 5 9 4 3
7 9 5 4 3 6 1 2 8
8 4 3 1 2 9 6 7 5
4 7 8 3 6 2 5 9 1
6 5 1 9 4 7 8 3 2
9 3 2 5 1 8 4 6 7
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 MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN3 - BOTTLE WINE TOTE

Here is an easy project for oenophiles with a woodworking bent, a simple 3-bottle wine tote constructed with oak, walnut 
and accented by high-gloss nickel feet.  Initial project research found that there is some degree of  standardization used in 
wine bottle manufacture.  The standard 750 ml containers come in three basic shapes:  Bordeaux, Burgundy and 
Alsace/Mosel. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Burgundy bottles frequently are used for Chardonnay and Pinot Noir wines.  In contrast, the Bordeaux bottle type is 
usually used for Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot wines.  The Alsace/Mosel bottles are used for Rieslings and 
Gewürztraminers.  The dimensions of  the different bottle shapes vary somewhat, ranging from 3” – 3 ¼” in diameter and 
anywhere between 11 ½” – 13” in height.  The tote will not accommodate 750 ml Champagne bottles since they often 
approach 3 ½” in diameter.  The seemingly small difference in diameter, i.e., 3 ¼” to 3 ½” can produce an ill-fitting contain-
er for smaller bottles. 
 
To achieve a generalized design, the wine tote utilizes a blended design that incorporates the Burgundy and Bordeaux bottle 
shapes. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Burgundy Bordeaux Alsace/
Mosel
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Wine casks are often constructed from oak, thus that was the choice for this project.  Wood contrasts were achieved using 
walnut for the handle and the compartments.  The materials list follows. 
 

3-Bottle Wine Tote 
Final Dimensions - Inches 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Old Style Gerstner  
2-Legged Front  
Corner Type  

 
After cutting 2 boards, each ¾” T X 3 ¾” W X 17” L, drill a 1” diameter hole for the handle in one end that is centered and 
about 1” from the top.  Repeat this step for the second board.  Backing boards and a Forstner bit are recommended to mini-
mize chipping. 

To achieve consistent shapes for the ends, make a template using ½” MDF stock.  Rough-cut the ¾” oak boards using a 
bandsaw and a pattern drawn with the template.  Follow up with a pattern bit and table-mounted router for final shaping.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

End View 

Part Thickness Width Length Pieces

Ends 3/4 3 3/4 17 2

Bottom 3/4 3 3/4 11 1

Side Strips 1/4 1/2 11 3/4 4

Bottle Separators 1/4 3 3/4 4 1/8 2

Handle, Dowel Rod 1 dia. 1 dia. 11 3/4 1

Walnut Dowels 1/4 dia, 1/4 dia. 1 5/8 4

Decorative Inserts 1/4 1/2 3/4 12

Corner Protectors* 4

Rubber Feet 1/4 1/2 dia. 4
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The notches for the decorative walnut pieces and the two railings are ¼” D X ½” W dadoes.  These can be cut by hand, 
table saw or router.  Alignment of  the notches is critical; stop block use is recommended. 
 
The two bottle compartment separators are small pieces of  ¼” T X 3 ¾” W X 4 1/8” L walnut.  To safely cut the necessary 
notches, dado each separator while it is part of  a longer 12” board before cutting to the final length (height) of  4 1/8”.  The 
notches are ¼” D X ½” W. 
 

Compartment Separator 

 
The four side strips are each ¼” T X ½” W X 11 ¾” L.  Cut them slightly oversized and sand flush with the tote ends as a 
final step.  The same approach is used with the 1” diameter handle.  Cut it slightly longer than needed and sand it flush to 
the ends. 
 

Top View with Handle 
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Top View without Handle 

Finish the interior sides of  the ends, bottom and side strips before assembling.  Dry fitting the pieces is recommended to test 
for squareness and alignment.  In the author’s build, all pieces were stained using Gerstner’s Golden Oak.  It not only accen-
tuates the grain, but subtlely blends the parts into a coherent whole.  Three coats of  polyurethane were used as well. 
 
When the glue up stage is reached, a two-step process works well.  First, assemble, glue and clamp the ends and bottom.  
Inserting, but NOT gluing, the handle helps with alignment.  After allowing sufficient time for the ends and bottom to cure, 
attach the four side strips and decorative pieces.  Clamping will be needed. 

Side View 
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Once the glue has dried, install the walnut dowels for added strength and stability.  Working from the top, place a 
dowel vertically into each end to anchor the handle.  Using an end view, install a dowel through the end pieces and 
centered into the bottom.  The precious cargo cannot be placed in peril!  The dowels ensure this from happening. 
 
Now, perform a final sanding to remove any tool marks and make all joinery flush.  After removing all dust, stain-
ing and three coats of  polyurethane are recommended. 
 
The two-legged corner protectors add an elegant and practical touch to the wine tote.  The silvery, high-gloss nick-
el hardware really stands out from the brown shades of  the wood.  The Gerstner “Old Style” work well. Finally, rub-
ber feet protect other surfaces from being marred.  Admire your fine project! 


